We present a closed-form analytical solution to the eigenvalue problem of the Liouville operator generating the dissipative dynamics of the standard optomechanical system. The corresponding Lindblad master equation describes the dynamics of a single-mode field inside an optical cavity coupled by radiation pressure to its moving mirror. The optical field and the mirror are in contact with separate environments, which are assumed at zero and finite temperature, respectively. The optomechanical damping basis refers to the exact set of eigenvectors of the generator that, together with the exact eigenvalues, are explicitly derived. Both the weak-and the strong-coupling regime, which includes combined decay mechanisms, are solved in this work.
Introduction.-Exact analytical solutions are rare in quantum mechanics. Even for closed systems the number of solvable problems is rather limited, and yet fewer solutions are known when this condition is relaxed. For open systems in contact with a Markovian environment the quantum dynamics is well described by Lindblad master equations [1, 2] . Solving this type of equations is not an easy task and typically one has to rely on numerical and perturbative methods, while for many applications one may be satisfied with finding the stationary state or some of its properties [3] [4] [5] [6] . A full solution can be obtained by the spectral decomposition of the non-Hermitian Liouville superoperator generating the dynamics [7, 8] . Once the eigenvalue problem is solved, one can, in principle, evaluate the time-dependent density operator of the system for any given initial condition [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , or the eigensystem can serve as the basis for a perturbative treatment of more involved problems [14] [15] [16] [17] . Among the few solvable instances found in the literature, a prominent example is the damped harmonic oscillator [7] [8] [9] 14] . It was in the context of its solvability, that the concept of the damping basis as the set of eigenvectors of the dissipative generator was introduced in Ref. [7] for the treatment of an atomfield system in quantum optics. However, applications and extensions have not gone much further since [12, 18] .
Beyond the damped harmonic oscillator, the standard optomechanical system stands out as an interesting nonlinear open quantum model that has drawn considerable attention of the community [19, 20] . Inspired by astonishing achievements in the control of single atomic systems through the light-matter interaction in quantum optics [21, 22] , the possibility to manipulate macroscopic objects using radiation pressure has been explored [23] . Quantum control of truly macroscopic objects is not only interesting for applications, such as displacement and force detection near the fundamental quantum limit [24] [25] [26] , but also from the point of view of testing the foundations of quantum mechanics on a larger scale than the atomic one [27] . Here, the paradigm is a cavity optomechanical setup, consisting of a Fabry-Pérot cavity with one fixed and one harmonically suspended mirror, in which the light field of the optical resonator exerts a radiation-pressure force on the moving mirror [19, [28] [29] [30] . Tremendous progress toward full quantum control over the mechanical degree of freedom in such systems has been achieved, for example by the demonstration of laser cooling of its motion toward the ground state [31, 32] . A theoretical approach for treating the dissipative nature of the optomechanical system is a Lindblad master equation describing the dynamics of two coupled harmonic oscillators [33, 34] . Remarkably, the standard optomechanical system without coherent driving of the cavity, including the strong-coupling limit, is an exactly solvable open quantum system.
In this paper, we solve the eigenvalue problem of the Liouville superoperator generating the dynamics of a typical dissipative optomechanical system in an exact form. We show that the eigenvalues are given as the sum of the eigenvalues of the uncoupled systems plus a term that arises due to their interaction that can be written in closed form. Extending the definition in Ref. [7] , we introduce the optomechanical damping basis as the exact right and left eigenvectors of the non-Hermitian generator, which are explicitly derived.
Optomechanical master equation.-The unitary dynamics of the standard optomechanical system is governed by the Hamiltonian
where the first part describes the energy of the singlemode optical cavity with frequency ω in terms of the annihilation operator a and the second one accounts for the harmonic motion of the mirror with frequency ν and annihilation operator b. The last term represents the optomechanical interaction [35] with strength χ. For weak optomechanical coupling the dissipative dy-namics of the density operator ρ obeys the Lindblad master equation ∂ρ/∂t = Lρ with the Liouville superoperator
The first term describes the lossy optical cavity in contact with a zero-temperature bath and reads
where κ is the linewidth and we have written the coherent part and the cavity decay in terms of a commutator and a Lindbladian defined as
The zero-temperature assumption is justified in this case since the mean thermal photon number is negligible for optical frequencies. The second contribution in Eq. (2) accounts for the dynamics of the mechanical oscillator, including damping by a heat bath at finite temperature T , and is given by
with the damping rate γ and the mean thermal phonon
where we introduced the photonic jump superoperator J . In this way we have separated L in two parts. One that only contains the number operator a † a and conserves the photon number, namely the superoperator M. The remaining part J connects adjacent subspaces with definite photon numbers. This separation will prove useful in solving the eigensystem of this model [18] .
The formal solution to the master equation (2) can be obtained by diagonalization of the Liouvillian [7] , i.e., by solving the eigenvalue problem
In this notation the hats (ρ) and checks (ρ) on the operators respectively denote the eigenvectors of L and its adjoint L † , which we will also refer to as right and left eigenvectors. This dual system of eigenvalue equations arises due to the non-Hermiticity of L, which implies that the diagonalization transformation is not unitary. For a superoperator L with a non-degenerate spectrum the left and right eigenvectors can be normalized to fulfill the orthonormality condition with respect to the HilbertSchmidt inner product, viz.
The explicit form of L † can be derived by noting that the commutator C is self-adjoint and from the inner product according to Tr
In this way, one finds that the adjoint dissipator reads
In order to explicitly solve the eigenvalue problem of L, we will first focus on the eigensystem of M. Then we will investigate the action of the jump operator J on the eigenvectors of M. With this knowledge, a plausible ansatz for the eigenvectors of the complete superoperator L leads to a first order recursion that can be solved. Diagonalization of M.-We first consider the right eigenvectors. Taking the properties of M into account, we consider operators of the type |n + l n|µ, where |n represents a state of n photons and µ is an arbitrary mechanical-oscillator operator. The action of M onto this class of states is
with the eigenvalues of the Liouvillian L C given by
for nonnegative integers n and l. Here, the last two terms in M (l,n) represent common multiplications with an operator and a complex number. For l = 0, this corresponds to the master equation of a damped harmonic oscillator with a driving of strength nχ, which can be readily solved by displacing the solution of the undriven version by nχ/(ν − iγ/2). A similar approach has been considered in Refs. [36, 37] . Although for nonzero values of l the task seems more intricate, it is still possible to find its solution by considering an asymmetric displacement
with the displacement operator of the mechanical oscillator given by D(α) = exp(αb † − α * b) and the shorthands
Applying the transform (13) to Eq. (11) one finds
This is nothing but the Liouvillian L M of a damped harmonic oscillator, apart from two constant terms, whose eigensolutions are known [7] [8] [9] . The corresponding eigenvalues of L M are given by
with integer k and nonnegative integer m (k ∈ Z, m ∈ N). As for the eigenvectors, they can be written in the form
for k ≥ 0, while for k < 0 one has to take the Hermitian conjugate expressions, with k replaced by |k|. Here, {·} n and {·} a respectively stand for normal and antinormal ordering [38] and L (k) m denotes Laguerre polynomials [39] . The eigenvectors of M (l,n) are therebŷ
and in terms of these mechanical operators the eigenvalue problem for M is solved by
We mention that a degeneracy of the eigenvalues can only occur for rare choices of parameters, which we do not assume in the following. The eigenvectors of M containing the cavity operators |n n + l| can be obtained by Hermitian conjugation of Eq. (21) . Let us now turn to the left eigenvectors. Using Eq. (9) one finds that the adjoint of M (l,n) is given by
The solution of the eigenvalue equation of M †(l,n) is also achieved by an asymmetric displacement, analogous to Eq. (13) , and the resulting left eigenvectors are given by |n + l n|μ (l,n) k,m with the mechanical operatorš
Full diagonalization.-We now use the eigensystem of M to establish the eigensystem of the full Liouvillian by including the jump superoperator. Noting that J couples only elements on the same diagonal in the photonic basis, we choose the following ansatẑ
for the right eigenvectors, where the mechanical operators in this expansion have to be determined. Inserting this ansatz in Eq. (2), one obtains for the different subspaces |j + l j| the following equalities
Equation (26) has two important implications. One is that the mechanical part of the nth term of the expansion (25) is an eigenvector of the superoperator
The second is that the eigenvalues of the full Liouvillian are the same as those of M, namely λ = λ (l,n) k,m , which means that L is already triangular in the eigenbasis M. Equation (27) on the other hand shows that the operators in the expansion (25) have to fulfill a first-order recursion in order to solve the eigenvalue equation. With the boundary condition (26) this recurrence is solved bŷ
with a l,n,j = n!(n + l)!/j!(j + l)! and the convention
The left eigenvectors can be derived in a similar way. The action of the adjoint jump superoperator is given by J † ρ = κa † ρa, i.e., it induces jumps upward in the photon number. Opposed to the finite superposition in the right eigenvectors (25) for the left ones we make the ansatž
in which the sum extends to infinity since there is no upper bound for the photon number. In analogy to Eqs. (26) and (27) , upon substitution into the eigenvalue equation (7) of L † , this leads to a recurrence with the initial condition̺
k,m , which is solved by
Finally, we can write the dual eigenvalue equation of the Liouvillian as
with the eigenvalues of Eq. (22) and the right and left eigenvectors given in Eqs. (28) and (30), respectively. In our treatment, we have only consider positive values of l, however, by including negative values of l according to the following relationŝ
one obtains the full eigensystem. Properties of the damping basis.-The formal expressions (28) and (30) for the right and left eigenvectors are still written in terms of the superoperators M (l,n) and their adjoints. This is already an exact solution to the problem, as we have explicitly derived the eigenbasis of M. Therefore, one can use this knowledge to express the solutions merely in terms of operators. In Eq. (28) we see that the first superoperator that is applied contains M (l,n−1) and we can therefore expandμ
k,m in terms of its eigenvectors according tô
where the coefficients do not depend on n and are given by the scalar products
The remaining trace has already been calculated in the Appendix of Ref. [12] and reads
where φ = arg(−β) and i ± = |k/|k| ± |k ′ |/k ′ |/2. The superoperator can then be applied to its eigenvectors producing the corresponding eigenvalue. Successively iterating this procedure enables us to rewrite the right eigenvectors for j < n aŝ + 1) is the thermalequilibrium density operator. The corresponding left eigenvector is the unity operator and the fact that the real part of all other eigenvalues is negative ensures that every initial condition is damped towards this state as time tends to infinity. In Ref. [9] it is verified that the right and left eigenvectors of L M form a complete biorthogonal basis of operators. Considering the shape of the transform (13) , this directly implies that the right and left eigenvectors of M (l,n) , for any given value of l and n, likewise form such a basis. Since the Fock basis is complete, the right eigenvectors of M, given in Eq. (21), together with their left counterparts, are a complete basis for operators acting on the full Hilbert space, which also proves the completeness of the eigenbasis of L. One can furthermore verify the orthonormality by evaluating the scalar product of left and right eigenvectors, given by
For n = n ′ these traces are nothing but scalar products of eigenvectors of M (l,n) that reduce to the scalar products of damped oscillator eigenvectors, which are known to be orthonormal [7] . In the case n = n ′ the trace vanishes, as it can be noted that the scalar products reduce to
The last sum can be converted into the following form
where we have omitted the other indices and g is the multiplication of all monomials of the form λ n − λ s and λ n ′ − λ s . This can be shown to be zero by expanding in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials [40] . Ultra-strong coupling master equation.-In the ultrastrong coupling regime, χ/ν 1, dissipative effects are mixed and one has to take into account combined decay mechanisms [41] . This was noted in Ref. [41] , where the dressed basis of Hamiltonian (1) was used in the derivation of the dynamical equation. The so-called dressedstate master equation (DSME) has the form of Eq. (2), but with the following replacements
where B = b − χa † a/ν. This DSME can also be solved in closed analytical form. With the aid of an asymmetric displacement of the form (13), it is possible to bring the system into the form of (15) , provided the following parameters are chosen β = χ/ν, α l,n = −(n + l)β, β l,n = −nβ, η l = 0. (43) In this case, one finds that the corrections of the eigenvalues in Eq. (22) take the following form
The imaginary part has the same shape, while the correction to the real part shows a faster growth with temperature. The strong-coupling damping basis can be completely evaluated with the previous expressions and the mentioned replacements. It is remarkable that the solution in this case can be obtained in simpler form.
Conclusions.-We presented the analytical diagonalization of the Liouville superoperator generating the dissipative dynamics of a typical optomechanical system. Exact expressions for the eigenvalues as well as the eigenvectors were derived. Indeed, the exact solution of the damped harmonic oscillator has been known for decades, however, little progress was made in solving more sophisticated problems in this manner or in exploiting the potential of the original damping basis for specific applications. In this work, we have solved the problem of a nonlinear system of coupled harmonic oscillators. Furthermore, with the case of the master equation in the strong-coupling regime we have presented the first exact solution to an eigenvalue problem incorporating combined decay mechanisms for infinite-dimensional systems. The aim of this work is to extend the understanding of open quantum systems in terms of their analytic solution and to draw attention back to the usefulness of damping bases.
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